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Let P be an n x n (0, I)-matrix with at least one 1 in each row. Lei S(P) be the set of all 
stochastic eigenvectors belonging to n X n stochastic matrices A so that A 6 I? It is shown that 
S(P) is a convex polytope. Further, some work on computing this polytope is given. 
In recent years, much work has been done in qualitative matrix theory. The 
basic work of this field is to develop results about a matrix A when only some 
qualitative information about A, such as all entries of A are nonnegative, is given. 
A first such result [3] was due to Oskar Perron when he established that any 
positive matrix has a positive eigenvalue. Other such results [1] were developed 
more recently. Qualitative matrix results also show some relation to interval 
analysis problems involving matrices whose entries are known to lie only within 
specified intervals [2]. 
The work of this paper further develops the area of qualitative matrix theory. 
The problem of interest is as follows: Let P be an n x n (0, 1)-matrix with at ieast 
one 1 in each row. Define S(P) as the set of all left stochastic eigenvefi=tors 
belonging to n x n row stochastic matrices A so that A G P. Describe the set S(P). 
In resolving this problem, it is first shown that S(P) is a compact convex set. 
Lemma. The set S(P) is a compact convex set. 
Proof. First suppose that A and B are n x n stochastic matrices, with A G P and 
B =S P, having stochastic eigenvectors x and y respectively, where x + y > 0. For 
any vector 2 = (z,, . . . . z,) in IR”, let 2 = diag(z,, . . . , z,,). Pick any pair of positive 
numbers cu and @ so that cx + @ = 1. Set 
c = (cwX+ pY)-‘(&A + PYB) 20. 
Since Ce=e, where e=(l,l,..., l)‘, it follows that C is stochastic. Further, it 
follows from the definition that C G P. Finally, 
(ax + Py)C = e’(acX +fJ WC = e’(aXA + pYB) = (YX + py. 
Hence, (11x +By E S(P). 
Now suppose x + y has at least one zero component. Without loss of generality, 
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suppose (x + y )i is positive for i = 1, . . . , t and zero for 
n x n matrix M, let M,, denote the submatrix of M which 
columns labeled 1,2, . . . , r. For any vector z E R” let 
i=r+l,...,n. For any 
is contained in rows and 
z(r) denote the vector 
(2 I, . . . , z,). Note that as (x + y)(r) > 0 it follows that P, has at least one 1 in each 
row. By using the rows of A, whose index i is such that & >O, and the rows of P, 
whose index i is such that q = 0, construct an r X r stochastic matrix AU so that 
x(r)A = x(r) with A < Pr. Similarly, construct an 1p x r stochastic matrix B so that 
y (r)B = y(r) with B s P,. Then, by the previous argument, there is an r x r 
stochastic Cn with C, s Pr, so that 
(ax(r) + Py(r))C, = (ax(r) + Py(r)). 
Now, define C G P to be any n x n stochastic matrix having C, as its submatrix in 
rows and columns labeled 1,. . . , r. Then (ax + @y)C = (ax + By) so that ax + /3y E 
S(P). Thus, S(P) is a convex set. 
It is obvious that S(P) is a bounded set and it follows from an elementary 
continuity argument hat S(P) is closed. Thus, S(P) is a compact convex set. q 
As a consequence of this lemma, it follows that S(P) is determined by its 
vertices. In fact, it will be shown that S(P) is a polytope. This result requires the 
following definition. Let C be an n x n (0, I)-matrix so that there is an n x n 
permutation matrix Q with 
where C, = (1) 
or 
Then C is called a circuit matrix. 
Theorem. The set S(P) is a polyrope with vertices being stochastic eigenvecfors 
which belong to circuit matrices C where C G P. 
Proof. Suppose x is a stochastic eigenvector for an n x n stochastic matrix S with 
S G I? Without loss of generalty suppose 4 is% positive for i = 1, . . . , r and zero for 
i=r+l,..., n. Further, it is assumed for the moment that the stochastic submat- 
rix & of S irreducible. Partition 
and x =(y, 0,. . . ,0) where y =x(r). 
Let 2 = (1,Z) be a positive eigenvector belonging to the eigenvalue 1 for S. 
Then zS, = z and so 
(s 12, . . . , ~1,) + ZA = Z or Z(I--A) = (s12, . . . , str). 
Since S, is irreducible, I- A is nonsingular so that 
2 = (s12,. . . , s&-A)-*. 
As a consequence of this, and the Perron-Frobenius Theorem, 
1 
’ = 1 +(s,~, . . . , sI,)(E-A)4’e (1, (SK!, ’ l * , s,,)U - A)-‘). 
Now, if S, has exactly one nonzero entry in each row, then since it is irreducible it 
is a circuit matrix. Thus suppose now that SC has two nonzero entries in some row. 
Without Foss of generality, suppose these entries are sli and sli with i c j. We argue 
cases. 
Case 1: i > P. Mere, we may suppose i = 2 and j = 3. For convenience, set 
FJ?. - II, a@ ;? -= tr. aI3 (s14, . . . , sir) = c. Then 
1 
’ L1 
p- 
1; (2, 5, c)(l- A)-‘e (1, (a, 6, c)U--A)-‘). 
Pi& ap cf J t sticiently small so that a -E >O and b -E ~0. Set a + E = a,, 
a -a z , 1 -tE=b, and b-e=b_,. Then, 
are stochastic with Si G P, for i = 1,2. 
As above, the stochastic eigenvectors belonging to S1 and S2 are 
1 
” = 1 -t iaE, b_,, c)(I - A)-‘e 
(1, (a,, b-,, cM-- A)-‘) 
1 
y2 = 1 + (Q-E, be, c)(l_ A)-le (1, (‘k, k c)(Z- A)-‘). 
The intention now is to fknd an a, with 0 < a < 1, so that 
ay,+(l-a)y,=y. 
For this, let 
I, = 1 + (4, b-,, c)(Z - A)-‘e, 
13 = 1 +(a, 6, c)(Z-A)-‘e. 
12 = 1 + (a_,, b,, c)(Z- A)“e, 
Setting the first component of ay, -t (1 - a)y2 equal to the fkst component of y 
determines a as 
a (l-a) 1 
i+ 
-=- 
1 l2 4 . 
If I, # Zz, then 
Mh - 13) 
a = f&-I,) l 
In this case, plugging in values for the t’s yields that 
I1 (-e, E,O)(Z-A)--‘e 1 1, 
a =<(-2e,2e,O)(Z-A)-‘e=?~’ 
Hence if E is chosen sufficiently small, 0 < a < 1. 
To check the remaining components in ay 1 + (1 - a)y2 = y, note that 
+,b ..c)(Z-A)--‘+!+%,_C, b,,c)(Z-A)-’ 
1 2 
1 
= 21 (a,, b-e, c)+ 
3 
2L-11 (a-,, b,, c)](Z - A)-” 21 I 
23 
= + (a,, b-6, c)+&- 
3 23 
(a-,, b,, c)](Z - A)-’ 
(a, 6, c)(ll-A)-’ = 
1 - 3 
Hence, y is a convex sum of y1 and y,. 
If I, = 12, then I, = l2 = 13. In this case, let a = $. Then, to check the remaining 
components in ay 1 + (1 - a) y, = y, note that 
1 (a,, b_,, c)(Z-A)-‘+ 1 (a__,, be, c)!l -A)--’ 
5 2 
_- 
4 l2 
=i (2u, 26,2c)(Z-A)-’ =- 
(a, 6, c)(Z - A)-” 
24 l3 l 
Hence, y is a convex sum of y l and y,. 
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Case 2: i -2 I. Here, we may suppose that I= 2. Then, proceeding as in Case 1, 
it will follow b.mt y is again a convex sum, with JMsitive coefficients, of stochastic 
eigenvectors y1 and y2 belonging to r X-r. stochastic matrices S1 and S2 where 
Sr GPr for i = I, 2. 
Now ck Gne n x n stochastic matrices Al and A2 so that they contain S1 and S2 
respectively as submatrices in rows and columns labeled 1, . . . , r, and Ai 6 P for 
i=l,2. Define x1= (yI, 0) and x2 = (yz, 0) in R”. Then q and %x2 are stochastic 
eigenvectors for , AI and A, respectivel$ “and’ ‘thus, &, xi E S(P).“:.Since x = 
ax1 + (1 --4x2 it follows that x is not a vertex of S(p). 
Finally, suppose Sr is not -ureducible. Since S, has :a positive stochastic eigen- 
vector y, it follows that there is a permutation matrix Q so that 1 
. 
Q’s,Q = 
‘Al 0 l -a 0 
0 A2 l .* 0 
. . . . 
. . . . 
with s > 1, where Ai is square, nonzero, and irreducible for i = 1, . . . , s. Now 
z = yQ is a stochastic eigenvector for Q’SQ. Let Wi be the stochastic eigenvector 
for Ai for ;=I ,..., s and zl=(wI,O ,..., 0) ,..., z,=(O,O ,..., w,) where the 
vectors are partitioned compatible to that of Q’S,Q. Then z is a convex sum, with 
positive coefficients, of zl, . . . , z,. Thus, setting yi = ZiQt for i = 1, . . . , s it follows 
that y is a convex sum, with positive coefficients, of yl, . . . , ys. Finally, setting 
Xl = (Y*, (0, - l l 9 xs = (y,, 0) it follows that x is a convex sum, with positive coeffi- 
cients, of x1, . . . . x, in S(P). 
From the above arguments, it follows that if x is a vertex of S(F), then x is a 
stochastic eigenvector which belongs to a circuit matrix C with CsP. Cl 
Some examples which demonstrate this result follow. 
Example 1. Let 
0 1 0 0 
P= i 1 0 1 0 
1 0 0 1 - 
0 i 
Th\: circuit matrices can be determined by viewing the directed graph associated 
with P, since the circuit matrices correspond to the circuits of the directed graph 
1 2 Ez2 4 3 
Fig. 1 
given by Fig. 1. Thus, the circuit matrices are 
These matrices have stochastic eigenvectors x1 = & f, 0, 0), x2 = (5, 4, f, 0) and 
x3 = (b, $, $, a) respectively. Thus, S(P) = convex hull (x,, x2, x3). 0 
A second example shows that not all stochastic eigenvectors belonging to circuit 
matrices C, so that CG P, are vertices of S(P). 
Example 2. Let 
P= 
Then the stochastic eigenvectors for circuit matrices C so that C s P are x1 = 
(i, 1, 0, 0), x2 = (0,;. $, O), x3 = (0, 0, $, l), x4 = ($, 0, 0, $), and x5 = (i, $, $, i). Note 
that as xs = ix, + ix2 +:x3 +:x4 it follows that x5 is not a vertex of S(P). 0 
The paper is concluded by giving an example which indicates some application 
for the work presented in this paper. 
r--------I 
Example 3. In studying programs, T.C. Wesselkamper [3] encountered flow 
graphs such as shown in Fig. 2. The associated transition matrix for this flow- 
graph is 
I_-- -. 2 
Fig. 2 
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where p and q are probabilities. For this example, it will be assumed that p and q 
are not known quantitatively and that some information is desired on the final 
transitional probabilities for 7’. 
To determine such information, let 
Then, from Example 1, S(P) = convex huh (x,, x2, x3} where 
(4, $,i, 0), and x3=(&& $, i). Now let x’ be the barycenter 
(g, g, 6, 8). Then, if y is a stochastic eigenvector belonging to I’, then 
Xl = Q, 4, 0 O), x2 = 
Of S(P), i.e. x’ = 
Thus x’ approximates y with at least this precision. Cl 
In conclusion, I should like to add that T.C. Wesselkamper’s paper [4] and 
private correspondence provided the motivating ideas on which this research was 
based. Further, I should like to say that although the work of this paper 
characterizes the set S(P) for P an n x n (0, 1)-matrix, it is felt that the methods 
used here could also be used to characterize sets of stochastic eigenvectors for all 
stochastic matrices A so that P1 G A 6 P2 for some pair of nonnegative matrices P1 
and P2. 
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